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ABSTRACT 
Let X and Y be m x n matrices over a field F such that Y TX is nonsingular, and let 
A and A’ be sets of n-square patrices over F. Solutiqns A to the simultaneous 
equations AX = XK and Y TA = KY T where K E A and K E A’ are considered. It is 
shown that many properties of doubly stochastic matrices over a field have a natural 
generalization in terms of the set A&A’) of all such solutions. 
Denote the linear algebra of all n-square matrices over a field F by P,,. 
Let X and Y be m X n matrices over F such that Y ‘X is nonsingular, where 
Y r denotes the transpose of Y. If A and A’ are subsets of l?,,, let 
In this paper, properties of A(A,A’) are considered. It is shown that a 
factorization of complex doubly stochastic matrices discovered by R. Sink- 
horn [S] has a natural generalization in terms of A(A,A’). Many of the 
properties of E. C. Johnsen’s essentially doubly stochastic matrices [2,3,4] 
can also be formulated in terms of A(A, A’). Some of the results in this paper 
can be found in a specialized form in the work of E. T. Beasley, Jr. [I]. 
Let A E A(A, A’). Then 
AX= XK, YTA=I?YT 
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for some K E A and k E A’. These two equations imply that 
YTXK= YTAX=kYTX. 
Since Y ‘X is nonsingular, it follows that 
K=(YTx)-%YTX. 
Let 
h,=An { (YTX)-liYTXIi EA’}, 
&= { YTXK(YTX)-‘IK EA,,}. 
Then 
A(A, A’) =A(A,, A,‘). 
Thus we shall restrict our discussion to such A and A’, always assuming that 
A’={ YTXK(YTX)-'IK EA}. 
With this convention we simplify the notation by letting A(A) = A(A, A’). If A 
is a subsemigroup of the multiplicative semigroup of I’,,, then clearly A(A) is 
a subsemigroup of rm. Also, if A has an identity E, then it can be shown by 
direct calculation that Z,,, - X(Z,, - E)( Y TX)-lYT is an identity for A(A). 
Let Z,” denote the m X n diagonal matrix with each diagonal entry equal 
to 1, and let Z, = Zc. The set A(A) corresponding to a particular choice of 
X = Y = Z,” will be dencted by B(A) and used to analyze the general case. 
Note that A’ = A and K = K for X = Y = I,“, and that 0(A) is the set of all 
matrices of the form 
K 0 
i 1 0 B' 
where K E A and B E r,,,_ *. We consider a factorization of A(A) and O(A). 
Let R be a nonsingular matrix in I, for which R -‘AR = A, and let 
?TI,= { Q EI',lQX=Z,"KR -',Z;Q=R -%(YrX)-‘YT3K,ZxA}. 
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It is not difficult to show that 
V 
Denote the rank of a matrix A by p(A). We have the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a subsemigroup with identity of the multiplica- 
tive semigroup of r,, let R be a non-singular matrix in r,, such that 
R -‘AR = A, let P, be a matrix in QD, such that there is no matrix in aR of 
rank greater than p(PJ, and let Q1 be a matrix in qk, such that there is no 
matrix in \k, of rank greater than p(Q1). Then 
(P,\k, = A(A) = P,\ka = @aQ1, 
Proof. Let P E @‘R, Q E \k,. There exist K,, K,, K,, I<, E A such that 
PI,” = XRK,, Y TP= Y TXK,RZ;, 
Then 
QX = Z;K3R - ‘, Z;Q=R -‘K,(YTX)-‘YT. 
(PQ)X=PZTK,R -‘=XRK,K,R -l, 
Y’(PQ)= Y=XK,RZ;Q= YTXK,RR -‘K,(YTX)-‘YT, 
Z;(QP)=R-1K4(YTX)-1YTP=R-1K4(YTX)-1YTXK2RZ;. 
Since R -‘AR = A, these equations imply that 
PQ ~a@), QP EO(A). 
Therefore, 
afi’I’, CA(A), \k,@‘, c 8(A). 
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Since P, is a matrix in QR of maximal rank, there exists an invertible matrix 
K in A and an m X (m - n) matrix U such that 
p(U)=m-n, Y%=O, P, = [XKR, U]. 
Let S be the matrix in ‘k, such that 
R-'K+(YTX)-'YT 
V 
where V is the (m - n) X m matrix for which 
vu= g-,, vx=o, 
and K ’ is the inverse of K in A. Then 
SP,= E O 
[ I 0 Zm-73 ' 
where E is the identity of A. Moreover, since 
[x u] (YTWIYT 4 1 =z rn? V 
we see that 
P,S=XE(YTX)-‘YT+UV=Zm-X(Zn-E)(YTX)-’Yr, 
the identity of A(A). Let A E O(A). Then 
AZ,"= Z,"L,, Z;A=LIZ;, 
for some L, E A. We have 
(AS)X=AZ:R-~K+=Z,~L~R-~K+, 
Therefore, since R AR -r = A, 
AS E9,, 
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and 
Hence, 
A=A(SP,)=(AS)P,E’J’,P,. 
O(A) c*,P,. 
Let B E A(A). There exists L, E A such that 
Then 
BX = XL,, YTB= YTXL,(YTX)-lYT. 
(SB)X = SXL, = z,“R - ‘K ‘L,, 
z~(SB)=R-1K+(YTX)-1YTB=R-1K+L2(YTX)-1YT. 
Hence, 
SB E*,, 
B=(P,S)B=P,(SB)EP,\k,. 
Therefore, 
A(A) c P,\k,. 
Since a similar argument shows that 
WV c QI@‘R’ A(A) c $3 QU 
the theorem follows. n 
From the proof of Theorem 1, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 1. Let P = [X, U], where U is an m X (m - n) matrix over F 
with p(U)=m-n and YTU=O. Then 
P-‘A(A)P= O(A). 
Moreover, if A E A(A) such that AX = XK, then 
p-‘Ap= K ’ 
[ 1 0 B 
for some B ET,,_,,. 
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If in Theorem 1 we let F be the complex field, A = {l}, and X = Y = e, the 
mX 1 matrix with each entry equal to 1, we obtain R. Sinkhorn’s [5] 
factorization of the set of m-square doubly stochastic complex matrices. 
Sinkhorn also shows that all factorizations of this set and 8( { 1)) must be of 
the form given by Theorem 1. Although it is easily shown that this is not true 
for some A(A), sufficient conditions for uniqueness are given in Theorem 2. 
In the proof of Theorem 2 we use the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let n < m/2, let W be an m x n matrix, and let 
O(A) c {A EI,JAW= WK3K EA}. 
Then there exists R E I’, such that W= I,“R. Moreover, if Z is an m X n 
matrix and 
-~(A)c{AEI’,IZ~A=LZ~~LEA}, 
then there exists R” E I’, such that Z T = R”Zl. 
Proof. Let 
where R E I,. Let L E A, B E r,_ n. There exists K E A such that 
[ :I=[: :I[ I]=[ llK=[ ::I* 
Therefore, for each B E I’,,_ n, there exists K E I, such that 
BS = SK. 
Since n < m - n, the rows { yil i = 1,2,. . . ,m - n} of S are dependent. Hence 
for some i, I < i < m - n, yi can be expressed as a linear combination of the 
other yi. Let k~{1,2,... ,m - n}, k# j, and let Eik be the (m - n)-square 
matrix with the ( j, k)-entry equal to 1, and all other entries zero. There exists 
K EA such that 
Ei,S = SK. 
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Hence, 
I$= Y& 
o= y$, i=1,2 ,..., I-1,i+1,..., m-n, 
Since yi is a linear combination of the other yi, we see that yk = 0. Therefore, 
s=o, 
w= Z,“R. 
This proves the first part. A similar argument can be used to prove the rest 
of the lemma. n 
THEOREM 2. Let n < m/2 and let A be a multiplicative subsemigroup of 
r,, such that Z, E A. Zf Cp and \k are subsets of r,,, such that 
@+=A@), 9@= Z?(A), 
then there exists a nonsingular matrix R E r, such that R -‘AR = A and 
QC@,, \EC9,. 
Proof. Let 
S=[X,Ul, 
where U is an mX(m-n) matrix over F with P(U)=m-n and YrU=O. 
Let 
&=s-‘a, +=\ks. 
By Corollary 1, 
%=s-~ws=s-~A(A)s=z~(A), 
+&=\kSS -‘@=W=0(A). 
Since Z, E A, Z, E 0(A). Hence, there exists a nonsingular PO E 6 such that 
PO-’ E \k. Let 
w = POZ,m. 
Let P E 6. Then P,,-‘P E 8(A). Hence, 
(P,-‘P)Z,“= Z,“K 
(1) 
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for some K EA. This implies that 
PI,"=P,l,"K= WK. 
Similarly, if Q E G, then QP, E B(h) and 
QW= QP,,I,m=l,mL 
(2) 
(3) 
for some L EA. Let A E B(h). Then A = PQ for some P E & and Q E$. 
Therefore, 
AW=(PQ)W= WKL 
for some KL EA. Hence, from Lemma 1, 
W= I,"R (4) 
for some R E II”,. Since PO is nonsingular, _it follows _from (1) that R is 
nonsingular. Hence, from (2) and (3), if P E @ and Q E \k, then 
PI,"=Z,"RK, QZ;=Z,mLR-l 
for some K, L EA. Let 
z= PI" On* 
Let P E &. Then PPopl E e(A). Hence, 
Z,"P=KZT 
for some K E A. Similarly, if Q E g, then P,Q E B(R) and 
ZTQ= LI," 
for some L E A. Therefore, since O(A) = *a, if A E e(A), then 
ZTA=LKZT 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
for some LK EA. Hence, from Lemma 1, 
ZT= RI; 
for some R” E r,. Combining (l), (4), (6), and (9), we see that 
R"=R. 
(9) 
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Hence, from (7), (8), and (9), if P E & and Q E G, 
l;P=MRZ;, Z;Q=R-'NZ;, (10) 
for some M, N EA. Since @’ = G& = B(R), it follows from (5) and (10) that 
R-'hR=h, 
~c{P~PI,"=~~RK,~~P=LR~~~K,LE~), 
+c{Q~Q~:=~,~KR-~,z;Q= R-'Lz;~K,LEA}. 
Hence, 
(r,-Si 
c{SPIPZ;=Z,"RK,Z,"P=LRZ;~K,LEA) 
~K,LEA}=+,. n 
The usual matrix equivalence relations of equivalence, row equivalence, 
and similarity will be considered for matrices in A(A). If a is a multiplicative 
semigroup of matrices with an identity, we say that two matrices A and B in 
D satisfy a given equivalence relation in &? if there exists an invertible matrix, 
or matrices, in D for which the relation is satisfied. For example, A is similar 
to B in Q if there exists an invertible matrix P in fJ such that P 'P;P= B, 
where P' denotes the inverse of P in 0. 
Let A be a multiplicative subsemigroup of I’, with identity E, where 
p(E) = r. Since E2 = E, there exists a nonsingular matrix Q in r, such that 
E=Q ’ ’ Q-1. 
[ 1 0 4 
(11) 
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Then clearly if K EA, 
K=Q ’ ’ Q-' 
[ 1 0 & 
for some K, E rl. Letting A, = Q - ‘AQ, we wish to define an isomorphism 
from A(A) onto 0(A,). Let P be the matrix defined in Corollary 1. Let 
R=P Q ’ 
[ 1 . 0 4n-73 
If A E A(A) such that AX = XK, then 
p-‘Ap= K ’ 
[ 1 0 Acl 
for some A, E Tm_ n. Thus 
R -lAR= 
where K,Er,. Since 
1 0  &I 0 
r 
IO 0 0 
1 
R-‘(I,-X(Z/E)(Y~X)-‘Y~)R= o Z, 10 0 I”-“1’ 
(12) 
if A is invertible in A(A), then K, and A,, are nonsingular. Hence an 
isomorphism from A(A) onto 0(A,) can be constructed by defining a mapping 
as in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be a multiplicative subsemigroup of I?, which has the 
identity E, where p(E)= T, and let A,,= Q-‘AQ for Q given in (11). Define 
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f(A)=R -‘AR 
for each A EA(A), where R is the matrix given in (12). Then f is a semigroup 
&morphism of A(A) onto O(A,). 
The following lemma will be used in establishing conditions under which 
two matrices in A(A) are row equivalent in A(A). 
LEMMA 3. Let R Al?,,, be partitioned as 
where R,,E~, and R22Erm_n, for some 1 < n < m. If R is nonsingular, 
there exists an (m - n) x n matrix D such that R,, + DR,, is non-singular. 
Proof Suppose that p(R,) = r. Since R is nonsingular, there is a set Z of 
r rows from R, and m - n - r rows from R,, which is independent. Let f be 
a one-to-one correspondence mapping the set of row indices of the rows of 
R,, not in Z onto the set of row indices of the rows of R,, in Z. Define the 
(m - n) X n matrix D = (d,,) by 
d, = ’ 
( 
if the ith row of R, is not in C and f (i) = 1, 
0 otherwise 
It follows easily that R,, + DR,, is nonsingular. W 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a subsemigroup with identity E of the multi- 
plicative semigroup of r,, and let A, B EA(A) such that AX= XK and 
BX=XL fm some K,LEA. Then 
(i) A is equivalent to B in A(A) if and only if A is equivalent to B in r,,, 
and K is equivalent to L in A, 
B 
is 
(ii) A is row equivalent to B in A(A) if and only if A is row equivalent to 
in r,,, and K is row equivalent to L in A, 
(iii) A is similar to B in A(A) if and only if A is similar to B in IY,,, and K 
similar to L in A. 
Proof, Let p(E) = r. Using the notation of Lemma 2, it follows from this 
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lemma that we may assume that A = Aa and A(A) = 0(&J. Then 
K=[ g g. L=[: 
for some K,, L, E I?,, and 
0 0 0 
I> B= [ 
0 
0 
0 
for some A,, B,E lTm_". 
(i) Suppose that A is equivalent to B in r,,, and K is equivalent to L in A,,. 
Then there exist nonsingular matrices Ma and NO in I’, such that M,,K,N, 
= L, and the n-square matrices 
are in A,. Thus p( K,) = p( L,) and p(A) = p(B). Therefore, p(A,) = P( B,). 
Hence there exist nonsingular matrices R, and S, in Tm_n such that 
&,A$, = B,. Thus letting 
R and S are invertible matrices in O(A,) and RAS = B. 
Conversely, let A be equivalent to B in O(A,). Then there exist invertible 
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matrices R and S in kJ(A,) such that RAS = B. We have 
where R, and S, are nonsingular matrices in rm_,,, and Ma and TV,, are 
nonsingular matrices in rr. If 
R, and S, are nonsingular matrices such that R,AS, = B. 
(ii) Suppose that A is row equivalent to B in rmr and K is row equivalent 
to L in A,. Thus there exists a nonsingular matrix S, in l?, such that the 
n-square matrix 
is in A, and S&a= L,. Also, there exists a nonsingular matrix R in r,,, such 
that RA = B. Let R be partitioned as 
R= 4, 42 
I 1 R &’ 21 
where R,,E~,,R,EI',_,. Then 
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From Lemma 3 there exists an (m - n) X n matrix D such that R, + DR,, is 
nonsingular. Since R,,A, = 0, 
(R,+ DR,,)A,=B, 
Let 
s= I 0  so 0 R‘z, + 0 *%2 
Then S is invertible in @(A,) and SA = B. The converse follows as in the 
proof of (i). 
(iii) Suppose that A is similar to B in rrn and K is similar to L in A,. There 
exists a nonsingular matrix Ma in r, such that the n-square matrix 
0 0 
[ 1 0 MO 
is invertible in A,, and MoplK,Mo= L,. Thus the elementary divisors of K, 
are the same as those of Le. Then, since A and B are similar, the elementary 
divisors of A, must be the same as those of Be. Hence there exists a 
nonsingular matrix S, in I*_” such that SO~‘A,S,= B,. If 
0 0 0 
s= [ 0 M, 0 1 > 
0 0 s, 
(13) 
S is invertible in f?(A,) and S ‘AS = B, where St is the inverse of S in e(A,). 
Conversely if A is similar to Z3 in e(A,), then the matrix S given in (13) 
exists. Letting 
Z n--r 0 0 
S,= 
[ 1 0 M 0 0 9 0 0 so 
we have a nonsingular matrix S, such that Si-‘AS, = B. n 
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If A in Theorem 3 is the maximal semigroup with the identity E, the 
statement for row equivalence can be strengthened to the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be the maximal subsemigroup of I?,, with the 
identity E. Then A is row equivalent to B in A(A) if and only if A is row 
equivalent to B in r,,,. 
E. C. Johnsen [I] proves Theorem 3 for the case where X= Y = e, 
A = {I}, and F is a field for which the characteristic does not divide m, i.e., 
Y rX = E Te = m #O. Johnsen also proves similar results for congruence of 
symmetric and skew-symmetric matrices in A({ 1)). These results do not 
readily generalize to the case where X = Y is an arbitrary m X n matrix such 
that XrX is nonsingular. 
If A is a subalgebra of I,, then A(A) is a subalgebra of Im. Letting P be 
the matrix defined in Corollary 1, define f: A(A)+O(A) by 
f(A)=P-‘AI’ (14 
for each A EA(A). The mapping f is an algebra ismorphism from A(A) onto 
O(A). Recalling that O(A) is the set of all matrices of the form 
where K E A and A, E r,,,_,,, we have the following. 
THEOREM 4. If A is a subalgebra of r, of dimension d, then the algebra 
A(A) has dimension d + (m - n)2. 
Let Z be a subalgebra of a linear algebra A and let J E A. Then it is not 
difficult to show that \k = {A + ./]A E Z} is an algebra with respect to the 
,. 
addition, 4, the multiplication, X, and the scalar multiplication, F , where 
for all A,B E\k and cEF, 
&A = CA + (1 - c)J, 06) 
A+B=A+B-J, (17) 
A;<B=(A-J)(B-.I)+]. (18) 
The algebra \k is called a J-shift of the algebra 2 If for all A, B E ‘k, 
A;B=AB, 
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then \k is a proper J-shift of 2. The following theorem gives conditions under 
which a J-shift is proper. 
THEOREM 5. Let \k be a J-shifi of an algebra Z. Then A k B = AB for all 
A,B E\k if and only if AJ=JA=J fm each AE\k. 
Proof. SuEpose that A ;< B = AB for all A, B E \k. Since 1 E ‘k, from the 
definition of x , 
for each A E \k. Conversely, if A_/= ]A = J for each A E ‘k, then J2 = J and for 
all A,B ~9, 
A>;B=(A-J)(B-J)+J 
=AB-AJ-JB+J2+] 
=AB. 
The following theorem indicates how A may be chosen such that A(A) is a 
proper j-shift of a subalgebra of rm. 
THEOREM 6. Let A, be a subalgebra of r,, and let K or,,. If A is a 
K-shift of A,, then A(A) is a J-shift of the algebra A(A,), where 
J= XK (YTX)-‘Y T. Further, if A is a proper K-shift of A,, then A(A) is a 
proper J-shift of A(A,). 
Proof. Let A E A(A,,) such that AX = XL for L E A,. Then 
(A+J)X=X(L+K), 
YT(A+J)= YTX(L+K)(YTX)-‘Y’, 
and L + K EA. Thus A + J E A(A). Similarly, if B E A(A), then B-J E A(A,,). 
Hence A(A) is a J-shift of A(A,). Suppose that A is a proper K-shift of A,. 
Then LK = KL = K for each L EA. Thus for A E A(A) and L E A such that 
AX = XL, 
AJ= XLK(YTX)-lYT= XK(YTX)-‘YT=J, 
JA=XK(YTX)-‘YTA=XK(YTX)-‘YTXL(YTX)-’YT 
= XKL(Y=X)-‘YT=J. 
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Hence, A(A) is a proper J-shift of A(&,). a 
From Theorems 5 and 6 we see that a proper J-shift can be formed if we 
let K E r,, such that K 2 = K and let 
For the case where X = Y = e, E. C. Johnsen [l] constructs a linear algebra 
on the set of all m-square doubly stochastic matrices A({ 1)) using the usual 
matrix multiplication and defining addition and scalar multiplication by (16) 
and (17), respectively, where J is the matrix with l/m for each entry. Since 
(0) is a subalgebra of rl, A({O}) is a subalgebra of r,. Also { 1) is a proper 
l-shift of (0). Thus we see that A( { 1)) is a proper J-shift of A( (0)) where 
J=+=C)-LT=(l/m) NT. 
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